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INT. KITCHEN - DAY

Page 1

Trobo and Alex are in a kitchen. Alex is wearing a chef’s 
outfit and Trobo wears a chef’s hat.

TROBO
Alex, I’m so happy you came by to 
help me cook. Are you ready to make 
some pancakes?

ALEX
(pause for child to answer)

TROBO
Great! Let’s get all our 
ingredients together.

INT. KITCHEN COUNTER - DAY

Page 2

Kitchen counter in foreground. On the right side there are 3 
eggs, a carton of milk and a bag of flour. On the left side 
is a big bowl.

TROBO
First, we’ll add the eggs.

ALEX
(drags eggs to bowl)

TROBO
Good, now for the milk.

ALEX
(drags milk to bowl)

TROBO
And the flour.

ALEX
(drags bag of flour to bowl)

TROBO
Excellent! Now all we need is some 
honey. 

(beat)
Where is the honey? 



INT. KITCHEN - DAY

Page 3

Trobo is holding honey jar upside down. Only a single tiny 
drop clings to the mouth of the jar. It wobbles when clicked 
but doesn’t fall.

TROBO
Oh no, we are out of honey! We are 
going to need to get some more. 
Alex, do you know where honey comes 
from?

ALEX
(pause for child to answer)

TROBO
That’s right Alex, honey comes from 
bees. Now let’s go visit the bees 
so we can get some honey.

EXT. GARDEN - DAY

Page 4

A garden full of flowers in bloom. Alex is wearing a bee-
keeper’s outfit, Trobo wears a bee-keeper’s hat. 

TROBO
Flowers make a sweet liquid called 
nectar. Bees gather nectar from 
flowers to make the honey.

EXT. FLOWER BED - DAY

Page 5

Trobo and Alex are crouched down by a flower bed so that 
their faces are in the background and 5 large flowers are in 
the foreground.

To the side, there is a bee holding a clear bucket.

TROBO
Help the bee collect nectar from 
these flowers.

ALEX
(drags bee to each flower)
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Whenever the bee lands on a flower, the bucket gets a little 
fuller. When it lands on the last flower and its full...

TROBO
Good job Alex! You have collected 
enough nectar to make the honey. 
Now let’s take it to the beehive.

EXT. BEEHIVE - DAY

Page 6

Trobo and Alex stand next to a beehive. Bee hovers next to 
them. 

TROBO
A beehive is where bees live and 
work. Take a look, Alex.

The beehive is separated into darkened sections. When each 
section is clicked it lights up.

ALEX
(clicks on a section)

TROBO
There are cells for the bees to 
rest.

Bees are sleeping on cells. Some have sleeping caps on, some 
are just getting up and stretching.

ALEX
(clicks on another section)

TROBO
There are cells for the bees to 
work.

Bees are storing honey in cells. 

ALEX
(clicks on another section)

TROBO
And there are cells for the baby 
bees.

A large bee wearing a crown and holding a swaddled baby bee 
stands in front on cradle like cells.
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INT. BEEHIVE - DAY

Page 7

Trobo and Alex peer into the beehive. Inside we see bees 
dumping their buckets into a big cauldron while a foreman bee 
looks on.

TROBO
Back in the beehive, the bee gives 
the honey to a worker bee, who will 
break it down into honey.

INT. BEEHIVE - DAY

Page 8

Trobo and Alex are now next to a big honeycomb. Some of the 
cells are open showing the honey inside.

TROBO
After that, the nectar is stored in 
cells and sealed with beeswax. 

TROBO (CONT’D)
Alex, Help the bees seal the cells.

ALEX
(taps on the open cells)

As Alex taps on the cells they seal up until all the honey is 
stored.

TROBO
Well done!

EXT. BEEHIVE - DAY

Page 9

Trobo and child stand next to the beehive. Bees buzz around 
them.

TROBO
Good job Alex, you helped the bees 
make honey!

BEES
(buzz in a cheer-like manner)
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TROBO
As a reward the bees have given us 
this big jar of honey.

INT. KITCHEN - DAY

Page 10

Trobo and Alex are back in the kitchen wearing their chef 
outfits.

TROBO
We got enough honey to finish out 
pancakes, plus make honey cakes and 
sweet iced tea.

On the kitchen counter there are several food items. Off to 
the side there is a table with a nice table cloth and some 
flowers.

TROBO (CONT’D)
Alex, help me set the table.

ALEX
(drags the food items to the table)

TROBO
Excellent! Now we can invite the 
bees over for lunch.

INT. KITCHEN - DAY

Page 11

Trobo and Alex sit at the table. Bees buzz happily around 
them. 

TROBO
You did it Alex! You helped the 
bees make honey and you helped me 
make this delicious meal. Let’s 
eat!
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